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Stick War: Legacy version MOD Infinite Gems will help you have the most interesting and funny moments of entertainment. Just download the game to the machine and join the stickman fight! Surely you've known many popular fighting stick men before, right? Examples like Stickman Legends, Stickman Revenge or Stick
Fight can be easily mentioned,... Most of them used to be very hot and received high reviews. Today you will learn a new game about stickman fighting. This is Stick War: Legacy, war between stick men. It's probably a popular and most appreciated strategy game. Located in Stick War: Legacy, you will come to the
inamorta world of powerful empires. Each country has its own specialisation and with them weapons are revered as a culture of death. They've all invaded the land where you're a king. As a talented and compassionate-loving leader, of course, you always love peace. In the context that the country is always in a critical
situation, forced to build a powerful army to be ready to set aside all attacks from the enemy. Plus, you also need to develop exploits to strengthen the strong economic foundation. Defend the kingdomIn Stick War: Legacy, you will be a king who rules over a kingdom of reason and peace. Weapons, violence and war are
not your style. Neighbouring countries, however, have modern arms industry and always want to go to war to enter your kingdom. As a strategy game, instead of controlling a character, you recommend a powerful army with a lot of stickman warriors. Control and build your own strategic formation, including Soldiers,
Swords, Wizards or Giants. When they are streamlined and armed, they will bring strong combat power. In addition, you can apply for your military with useful play-outs with charm purchased in-store. Gold coins are also a resource Every country thrives in Stick War: Legacy not only strong military, but most importantly,
they need great economic potential As in real life, indeed the military forces in the world have a great economic source or a major investment for the military. This game is no exception. You need many gold coins to build a mighty army. Let's exploit resources in the area. There is a great power of workers and miners
willing to work day and night to mine gold from mineral mines. Pay attention to upgrading miners to fully exploit resources and optimize the amount of gold you can mine every day. Besides the source of gold coins, a very valuable currency in Stick War: Legacy is a gem. It helps you upgrade the battle units by reinforcing
the stickman soldiers. It also helps miners function twice as fast over a certain period of time. In particular, gemstones are used to buy spells that universal magic. Fierce battlesThe battles in Stick War: Legacy is very tactical. The countries that want to invade have their own modern and distinctive warfare technology. If
you win them, you can earn valuables as well as part of the area. The wars are cruel but will bring huge benefits to the winner. Remember: the strong are the winners. If you have a reasonable tactic and a team of fearless warriors, you can defeat anyone. For example, the balance between melee soldiers ahead
(Swords, Soldiers,...) and long-range forces like the Gunners,... Giants can attack strongly and can also defend stone statues very well. All for the purpose of destroying enemy objects and protecting their own pillars. Through every battle we see the calicon of the leader is enormous both in terms of combat command and
military strategy. It's you! Many GameStick War: Legacy modes have a lot of game modes for you to try. Fighting in the Inamorta world is extremely attractive, but it's just a classic game mode. You can play many other modes such as survival or tournaments. With survival mode, the stickman army of Must survive in the
world of zombies. If you want to be more competitive, Tournament mode is where you clash with other players around the world. MOD APK version of Stick War: LegacyThe MOD FeatureDefinitely GemsWhy I use the MOD version but don't see infinite gems? In the MOD version, you can use gems to buy things, even if
you have no gems. Just go to the store and buy whatever you want, your gems will increase. Download Stick War: Legacy MOD APK for AndroidThe features of Stick War: Legacy is extremely attractive to players. It attracts players from fierce battles to eye-catching graphics. The shape of the stickman character is
extremely diverse and funny. Along with that are the vivid expressions of stickman soldiers. More specifically, I enjoy Stick War: Legacy. Simply because I love peace, but I'm not easily bullied. The experience of being a king in the game is really addictive. Though he doesn't like power, when he's cornered, he's ready to
become a god of war. The best defense is to attack, bring fear of the whole enemy and prove who is the legitimate king of the kingdom. One of the most popular and highly rated web games of all time is now available on mobile devices! Play Stick War, one of the biggest, most exciting, challenging and addictive stickman
games. Control your army according to the team or play each unit, you have full control over everyone sticks. Create units, mine gold, learn the paths of Swords, Teachers, Crafts, Wizards and even Giants. Destroy enemy statues and capture all the lands! New features: ● Mission mode: New levels are released every
Friday! - Keeping order won't be easy.● Saga-style card with lots of rewards.● Unlock the crown for every level of trouble, Normal, Hard and Extremely difficult!● Numerous new types of games await - Victory before sunset, Gold protected by three obstacles, Death Battle, Statues going forward, bosses and more!● Now,
the arrows will hit all units, plus signs Newly improved gore and damage animations.● Improve the Gunners' unit formations and goals. Key features:● Classic campaign - Empire of Order was born. Right now with 6 bonus levels.● Endless Zombie Zombie survival mode! How many nights can you survive? ● Tournament
mode! Fight and overcome dozens of rivals Who to the Inamorta Crown! Win ● There are already costumes for all characters! Unlock powerful weapons and weapons, each with its own privileges! In a world called Inamorta, you are besieged by countries that possess their own national technologies and constantly fight
each other for dominance. Each country has developed a separate way to defend and attack. Proud of that unique ability, they were so preoccupated with religion and turned weapons into religion. Every country believes that their way of life is the only way and always wants to spread their policies to all other countries
through what leaders claim is divine intervention, or as you will know... War. Other countries are: The Master, Swords, Witch, and The Missionary. You are the leader of a nation called Order, your goal is peace and knowledge, your people do not fetishize weapons as gods. It makes you a thorn in the eyes of the
surrounding nations. Your only defensive chance is to attack first and capture technology from each country along the way. Go.
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